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We investigate the electric-pulse-induced resistance switching in manganite systems. We find a
‘‘complementarity’’ effect where the contact resistance of electrodes at opposite ends show variations
of opposite sign and is reversible. The temperature dependence of the magnitude of the effect reveals a
dramatic enhancement at a temperature T�, below the metal-insulator transition. We qualitatively capture
these features with a theoretical model, providing evidence for the physical mechanism of the resistance
switching. We argue that doping control of the electronic state of the oxide at the interfaces is the
mechanism driving the effect.
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There is increasing interest in the investigation of
transition-metal oxides (TMO) as candidate materials for
novel electronic devices such as nonvolatile random access
memories. The phenomena of nonvolatile resistance
switching (RS), the sudden change of the resistance by
the application of a strong electric field [1], is a research
field that is experiencing a burst of activity [2]. The main
driving force is the potential application in next generation
electronic memory devices. Nevertheless, from a funda-
mental research perspective, interesting questions also
emerge. For instance, the understanding of the transport
properties of TMOs under the extreme conditions of high
electric fields that bring the material to the verge of the
dielectric breakdown, and the possible relevance of strong
correlation effects. The simplest device that displays the
RS effect amounts to two metallic electrodes separated by
a dielectric, in a capacitorlike structure. The metal contacts
can be ordinary metals such as Ag, Pt, Al, etc., and the
dielectric might be any from a wide variety of TMOs. Quite
surprisingly in fact, the RS effect is ubiquitous in TMO. It
has already been reported in a very large number of sys-
tems, ranging from simple binary oxides such as CeO2,
Y2O3, ZrO2, TiO2 [3–6], and the classic Mott insulators
NiO and Fe2O3 [7], to complex perovskites [8], including
cuprates such as La2CuO4 [9] and Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8�y [10].
Among the first materials to be systematically investigated
we note the Ca doped manganites [11–14], already popular
due to their colossal magnetoresistance [15–17]. The uni-
versal observation of RS in TMOs may suggest a unique
underlying physical mechanism, but despite its technologi-
cal promise, the origin of the effect remains largely not
understood.

We focus on the physical origin of the RS phenomena in
perovskite manganites where room temperature RS has
already been reported [18]. We perform two experiments
that provide key clues on the physical nature of the effect:
first, we characterize the RS in the two interfaces of the

system; and second, we measure the RS change as a
function of the temperature. These two experiments are
then contrasted to the predictions of a theoretical model
[19,20]. The good qualitative agreement allows us to argue
that the physical mechanism driving the resistance switch-
ing in perovskite manganites is likely to be doping control
of the electronic state of the dielectric oxide at the contact
interfaces. In this work we study several bulk polycrystal-
line samples of PryLa0:375�yCa0:325MnO3 (PLCMO) with
y � 0:3 and 0.32, and average grain size 2 �m. Four
similar contacts were hand painted with silver paste on
top of the specimen, each one at some fraction of a milli-
meter apart from the other. To induce a resistance change, a
train of pulses of a given polarity is applied to the elec-
trodes at opposite ends, A and D (see Fig. 1). Then, the
effect can be reversed by changing the polarity of the train.
Positive pulses are defined as those setting terminal D at a
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FIG. 1 (color online). Top left: Room temperature interfacial
voltage (in volts) at VAC (red) and VBD (green) as a function of
time for a y � 0:32 sample. Bottom left: Idem, for a y � 0:3
sample. Top right: Schematic electrode configuration. Bottom
right: Schematic voltage protocol applied at terminals A and D
(trains of 10 pulses of amplitude �10 V, duration 2 ms, sepa-
ration 2 ms, IPROT � 400 mA).
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higher potential than terminal A. The trains are applied at
intervals � � 300 sec . During the intervals, we measure
the voltage difference at terminals AC, BD, and BC under a
constant and small bias current injected through the oppo-
site end terminals A and D (unless otherwise stated, Ibias �
1 mA). We used a source-meter Keithley 2400 in voltage
control mode, setting the limit for current flow at IPROT. At
a constant bias current, the potential drop at BC is propor-
tional to the intrinsic bulk resistivity of the sample. In
contrast, by means of a three-lead configuration, the po-
tential drops either at AC or BD measure the sum of
intrinsic plus interfacial resistance at the respective
electrode-manganite contact. The comparison of voltage
drops in each configuration indicates that the resistance of
the interfaces is much larger than the bulk contribution.

Figure 1 shows VAC and VBD as a function of time that
independently and simultaneously sense the interfacial
voltage drop at the opposite pulsed electrodes, A and D.
The observed switching of VAC and VBD between high
resistance (HR) and low resistance (LR) states is stable,
showing nonvolatility in qualitative agreement with pre-
vious reports in the literature [8,12]. The stability of states
over several hours was confirmed. Many samples were
measured and a large sample-to-sample variation of the
magnitude of the effect was observed. The two sets of data
shown in the figure illustrate both a case where one of the
largest on-off ratio (RHR=RLR) was obtained and also a
typical case with a more modest effect. Nevertheless, a
most remarkable and universal feature observed in the
totality of samples studied is a ‘‘complementary’’ character
of the switching at interfaces of opposite ends. By com-
plementary we mean that upon application of a train of a
given polarity, one interface increases its resistance while
the other decreases it. Then, the next train of opposite po-
larity reverses the effect at both interfaces simultaneously.
In addition, we observed that regardless of the value of the
ratio, the size of the resistance change at the two interfaces
was almost always of the same order magnitude.

To gain further insight in the nature of the physical
mechanism of RS we measured its temperature depen-
dence. We vary T from 25 K to room temperature, crossing
a known metal-insulator transition at TC [17]. Insets of
Fig. 2 show the nonmonotonic VBC�T� (proportional to the
bulk resistivity) displaying the transition in two samples of
different composition. To quantify the strength of the
resistance switching we adopt the definition RS � �RHR �
RLR�=RAV, where the average resistance RAV � �RHR �
RLR�=2. Thus, RS can vary between 0 and 2. Figure 2
shows RS�T� for two samples (y � 0:3 and 0.32). While
their respective values of RS�T� are different, the results
are qualitatively consistent both showing a dramatic en-
hancement of at a temperature T�, lower than TC. The
maximum in RS�T� at T� seems correlated with the rapid
increase of the bulk resistivity with T.

We shall now turn to our model calculations to try to
qualitatively capture the phenomena described before. Our

starting point is a phenomenological model that was re-
cently introduced [19,20]. In its original formulation the
model postulates the existence of a network of spatial
inhomogeneities within the dielectric material (called do-
mains), and that carriers hop from one domain to another
under the action of an applied electric field. Note that the
assumption of spatial inhomogeneities is sound for TMOs
in general [16], and certainly well justified in the present
case of manganites [21], where phase separation in
PLCMO was observed in a wide temperature range [17].
As is schematically shown in Fig. 3, the inhomogeneities in
the dielectric that are in physical proximity to the contacts
are explicitly modeled by two sets of small domains
neighboring the electrodes (called top and bottom). In
addition, the inhomogeneities in the bulk are inexplicitly
lumped onto a single central large domain. These bulk
inhomogeneities might correspond, for instance, to fila-
mentary conduction paths across the sample that provide
a bridge between the interfaces. Upon application of a
voltage to the electrodes, carriers move across the system
by hopping through the domains. This model captures
some basic phenomenology of resistive switching, includ-
ing the nonvolatility of the resistive states.

In the present case, we shall build on this phenomeno-
logical model just described and extend it along the follow-
ing ideas. We first identify the mobile carriers of the model
with the defects of the dielectric, more precisely, with
oxygen vacancies as suggested by recent experiments
[22]. Evidently, electric conduction is not mediated by
oxygen vacancies, thus the model is merely thought to
describe how the concentration of these defects is affected
in the bulk dielectric (large domain) and near the interfaces
(small domains) by the strong electric pulsing. The oxygen
concentration in manganites, as in most other TMOs, is a
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FIG. 2. Resistance switching as a function of temperature. Top
panel is for a sample of y � 0:3 (measured at Ibias � 0:1 mA),
and the bottom one is for the same sample of Fig. 1 of y � 0:32.
The maximum in the RS�T� occurs at T�. The inset of the panels
show the respective VBC (proportional to bulk resistivity); the
maximum corresponds to TC, the metal-insualtor transition.
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key parameter to control the transport properties. Thus the
spatial modulation of oxygen vacancy concentration will
imply a modulation of the resistivity across the system. To
make further progress, we need to explicitly relate the local
oxygen concentration (i.e., local doping) to the local re-
sistivity of the system. The qualitative physics of these
compounds is captured by the ‘‘double exchange’’ (DE)
Hamiltonian [15,23]. We shall thus adopt it here to obtain
the dependence of the resistivity with temperature and
doping level.

Our calculations will proceed in two stages: First we
shall show that the domain model naturally predicts the
complementarity effect, by producing opposite variations
of the oxygen concentration at opposite electrodes. Then,
we shall show that if one admits that the RS originates from
a variation of resistivity due to a variation of oxygen
content at the interfaces, the predictions from the DE
Hamiltonian qualitatively describe the peculiar tempera-
ture behavior of the experimental results.

Figure 3 shows the results of Monte Carlo calculations
using the domain model similarly as in Ref. [19]. The plots
present the model predictions for the variation of the
concentration of oxygen vacancies near the interfaces
(i.e., occupation the small domains). As suggested by the
experimental system, we adopt a symmetric choice of the
phenomenological parameters � that control the probabil-
ities for particle transfers between domains (see figure
caption). What one basically observes in the figure is

that, under the action of alternative pulsing, oxygen vacan-
cies move back and forth between the central region and
the small interfacial domains. The latter are thus filled up
and emptied with the alternative pulsing in a complemen-
tary manner. The magnitude of the effect is mainly con-
trolled by the intensity of the applied external voltage.

To fully theoretically underpin the idea of oxygen dop-
ing control of the electronic state of the dielectric at the
interfaces we adopt the DE Hamiltonian that reads,

 HDE �
X

hiji�

tc��ic
y
�j �

X

i

JSisi; (1)

where the sum is over nearest-neighbor sites and the op-
erators fc�i , cig represent the electrons of the eg conduction
band of bandwidth proportional to the hopping t. The units
are set by t � 1, in manganites t� 1 eV [15,23]. The
electron spin density si is coupled to the local classic spins
Si with a ferromagnetic interaction J. The local spins
describe the three localized and Hund’s coupled t2g elec-
trons at every lattice site. For simplicity we consider the Si
as Ising spins. The occupation of the band is adjusted with
the chemical potential, and from the nominal chemical
composition one would expect that the electron density
n 	 0:675, i.e., the doping � � 1� n 	 0:325. Following
previous work on the DE Hamiltonian we set J=t � 4, thus
there are no free parameters left. We solve for the DE
Hamiltonian using the dynamical mean field theory tech-
nique [24], as originally done by Furukawa [23]. We
calculate the dc resistivity using the Drude formula, where
the relaxation time is estimated from the low frequency
behavior of the electron self-energy. The results for the
resistivity � as a function of temperature and carrier doping
� are shown in Fig. 4 (left panel). One can see that this
Hamiltonian qualitatively captures the metal-insulator
transition producing a maximum of ��T� at TC for each
doping value.

The resistivity displays a strong dependence on the
doping level, which is usually the case for strongly corre-
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doping � calculated using the double exchange Hamiltonian.
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lated systems. It is important to note that the decrease of
the resistivity with doping � is consistent with the experi-
mental observation that the negatively pulsed electrode
(that attracts positively charged oxygen vacancies) lowers
its resistance. Based on the previous discussion, we assume
that pulsing produces small changes of the local concen-
tration of oxygen vacancies (i.e., of doping) at the dielec-
tric side of the contact interfaces. More precisely, the
positively (negatively) pulsed electrode would increment
(decrease) the oxygen vacancy concentration at the dielec-
tric interface. Therefore, we can estimate the prediction for
the RS�T� from the variation of the resistivity with respect
to doping and normalizing by the resistivity 1

����
��
�� . This

quantity should be directly proportional to the experimen-
tal definition of the RS strength (RHR � RLR�=�RAV). In the
right panel of Fig. 4 we show the results RS�T� from the
DE Hamiltonian calculation in a range of doping values. In
qualitative agreement with the experimental case (Fig. 2),
the RS�T� shows a dramatic enhancement in the region
where the resistivity shows a fast increase, below the
metal-insulator transition.

In conclusion, our experimental and theoretical study of
the resistance switching effect in manganites provides
strong evidence that the physical origin is the doping
control of the electronic state of the dielectric at the
interfaces, by inducing local changes of oxygen vacancy
concentration with electric pulsing. An important point
that needs to be emphasized is that, according to our
study, a key ingredient for RS phenomena is a strong
variation of the dielectric resistivity with doping (i.e.,
concentration of oxygen defects). This feature is typical
of strongly correlated systems such as transition-metal
oxides where the nature of the 3d orbitals leads to a
competition between the itinerancy and localization ten-
dencies. This observation may provide important clues to
understand the perplexing universality of the resistance
switching effect that is actually seen in a large variety of
transition-metal oxides.
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